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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The ARA-552 Analogue Radio Altimeter is used for flight line testing of aircraft Autoland systems,
Ground Proximity Warning systems, and functional testing of installed Altimeter systems.
Together with the ARA-552 hand-held controller, the ARA-552 provides sophisticated capabilities
for testing a wide range of analogue altimeters in a variety of aircraft. Using operator-defined
parameters such as start altitude, stop altitude, and vertical speed, the ARA-552 defines a radio
altitude ramp. This information, along with error and fault control information, is transmitted
through a cable adapter to up to three aircraft altimeters. The three-part sequence accurately
simulates descent, approach, flare, and touchdown. The ARA-552 may be used whenever active
control of the radio altitude bus is a test requirement.
An ARA-552 with the DC altitude output board and relay simulation board options can also
simulate the entire altimeter for aircraft installations where the actual altimeter has been removed.
For relay simulation, three output channels are provided, each generating Flag, A/P Warn, and
six Altitude Trip relays to simulate altimeter functions. Four selectable sets of trip altitude points
are available.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
The ARA-552 Analogue Radio Altimeter has three independently controlled output channels. This
facilitates the testing of systems that require up to three operating radio altimeters. Encoded data
for each of these three channels is received over a single communications link from the controller
unit, either the DRA-707 or the hand-held controller HHC-552. (For more information on the
controller unit, see the DRA-707 manual or Appendix B of this manual.) The ARA-552 has the
capability of driving three Collins 860F-1/4 radio altimeters simultaneously. The ARA-552 features:
a. Triple frequency synthesizers and output conditioning circuitry for the 860F-1/4 test signal
requirements.
b. ARINC 552 characteristic DC altitude voltage conversion circuitry for display of altimeter
output voltage in units of feet, with a resolution of one foot.
c. Autopilot Warn and Altitude Trip relay position indicators.
d. System Flag indicators.
e. Self-test (altimeter under test) controls.
Options are available that enable the ARA-552 to:
a. Generate DC altitude voltages according to one of four programmed relationships (e.g., the
ARINC 552 curve) for the simulation of a removed altimeter.
b. Generate DC drive voltages for control of certain radio altimeters.
c. Simulate the Autopilot Warn and System Flag relays of a removed altimeter.
d. Simulate the Altitude Trip relays of a removed altimeter according to one of four preprogrammed banks of set points.
When the DC Altitude Output option is fitted, the desired curve characteristic is activated by jumpers
in the cable. Similarly, customer options for altitude trip relay closure points are activated by
jumpers when the Relay Simulation option is fitted.
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The Analogue Radio Altimeter will display the DC altitude, A/P WARN relay position, and the
positions of six altitude trip relays for one of the three possible systems. The displayed system is
selected with a rotary switch. Flag states for all three systems are simultaneously displayed. The
above displays are active whether the signal source is the radio altimeter under test or the simulation produced by the ARA-552. In this manner, positive feedback of the signals on the aircraft
wiring is always available to the operator.
When applicable, each altimeter system can be forced independently into a self-test state. The
displays discussed above remain active during the altimeter self-test.
The set-up and configuration of the ARA-552 is controlled by the interface cable. Only the Aircraft
Installation Delay (AID) setting for each altimeter system must be selected by the operator. The
Trip and A/P WARN relay indicating circuits are designed to illuminate the appropriate indicator
when the relay contacts close, regardless of the aircraft relay common voltage (28 VDC, ground or
unconnected).
Each channel of the ARA-552 is capable of simulating or driving any type of altimeter (within its
capability) independent of each other. Operation of the ARA-552 and interpretation of its displays
are consistent throughout the range of configurations.

1.2.1 Physical
The ARA-552 is housed in a portable weather-resistant case measuring approximately 50 cm by 24
cm by 34 cm (19.5 in. by 9.5 in. by 13.5 in.) when closed. The electronics are completely housed in
the detachable lower portion of the case, which measures 50 cm by 24 cm by 15 cm (19.5 in. by 9.5
in. by 6 in.). The upper half of the case provides about 1500 cubic cm (0.5 cu. ft) of storage space
for cables, manuals, and the hand-held controller.
The ARA-552 power supplies and battery are mounted on the inside of the lower portion of the
case. The principal electronic circuits are attached to the front panel, which is easily removed for
maintenance. The printed circuit assemblies are designed for convenient removal and replacement
using standard electronics shop tools.
The front panel is composed of a durable plastic laminate on an aluminium panel. Twelve screws
secure the front panel to the case. A metal cover completely encloses the electronics attached to
the front panel.

1.2.2 Symbols
The ARA-552 uses the following symbols.
CE Marking Symbol: Shows that the equipment meets all the EU directives applicable to this
equipment.
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Power Symbol: Indicates which position the main power switch should be in.

Fuse Symbol: Indicates where the fuse is located on the unit and the applicable current.

Earth or Ground Wire Symbol: Indicates the location of the protective earth or ground terminal
lug on the equipment.

1.3 ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
The ARA-552 can be powered from any standard AC source (120/230V, 50/60 Hz, 3A). The
equipment will continue to operate with a voltage tolerance of 10% (108-132V and 207-254V).
With the installed battery, the ARA-552 will operate under its own power for approximately two
hours. The time varies with operating temperature and the number of options installed in the ARA552 unit. If the battery voltage drops below a preset trip level, the ARA-552 will generate a visible
warning to the operator. The battery can be recharged from the above standard AC sources.
The battery may be stored or used in any position by virtue of its sealed construction. Battery
charging power is applied whenever AC power is present on the power connector. The battery is
*
composed of eight or ten nickel-cadmium cells and is charged by a constant voltage method.
Charging current is limited to 625 mA by the charging regulation circuitry.
A comparator circuit monitors the battery voltage and activates the LO BAT light when the minimum
operational voltage is reached. This minimum voltage is 11.05V for units equipped with ten-cell
battery packs and 9V for units equipped with eight-cell battery packs.
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Units with serial numbers 012, 013, 022, 025, 032 and above contain a ten-cell
battery pack.
Units with serial numbers 002 to 011, 014 to 021, 023, 024, and 026 to 031 contain
an eight-cell battery pack.

1.4 CALIBRATION
Atlantis Atlantis recommends annual calibration. To register for future calibrations and information
updates, please fill out and return to us the owner registration form.
NOTE:

All warranties are void if calibration seals are broken.
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2 SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Environment..................................................................................................indoor use
Operating Altitude .................................................................................................... 2000 m. max.
Humidity ............................................ 80% RH up to 31˚C, and decreasing linearly to 50% at 40˚C
Overvoltage category .................................................................................................................. II
Pollution degree .......................................................................................................................... 2

2.2 PHYSICAL
DIMENSIONS
Closed case .............................................................. 50 x 24 x 34 cm (19.5 x 9.5 x 13.5 in.)
Upper portion (electronics) .............................................. 50 x 24 x 15 cm (19.5 x 9.5 x 6 in.)
Lower portion (storage) ................................................ 50 x 24 x 19 cm (19.5 x 9.5 x 7.5 in.)
WEIGHT (not including cables)
Without battery option ........................................................................................ 9 kg (20 lbs)
With battery option ........................................................................................... 11 kg (24 lbs)
Average shipping ............................................................................................. 13 kg (29 lbs)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating ........................................................................................... 0 to 40˚C (32 to 104˚F)
Storage ......................................................................................... -50 to 85˚C (-58 to 185˚F)
DISPLAY ................................................................................................... 7 segment LED, 4 1/2 digit

2.3 ELECTRICAL
2.3.1 Input Power
Operating power requirements ............................................................... 120/230V, 50/60 Hz
Charger power requirements .................................................................. 120/230V, 50/60 Hz
Maximum power consumption .................................................................................... 200 VA
Voltage tolerance ............................................................................................................10%
Maximum current draw ...................................................................................................... 3A

2.3.2 Frequency Output
Waveform T.H.D. ..................................................................................... Sine wave, < 15%
Range 680 Hz to 242,460 Hz accuracy (at steady state, over 0.1 second count time)

Below 300 ft

Bendix
18 Hz (1/4 ft)
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300 to 700 ft
700 to 2000 ft
Above 2000 ft

50 Hz (1/4 ft)
730 Hz (9 ft)

Specifications
20 Hz (1/4 ft)
190 Hz (9 1/2 ft)
230 Hz (10 1/2 ft)

Drive capability ........................................................................ 50 Ohms maximum load

2.3.3 Optional Outputs
Collins 860F-1/4
Frequency ....................................................... 40 x (altitude*+ AID/2 [in feet]) + 280 Hz
Voltage ..................... 1.5 V(rms) "10% @ 680 Hz + 6dB roll/octave above 2 kHz, " 1dB
Bendix ALA-52, systems 1, 2, 3
Frequency .............................................................. {n x (altitude* + AID**/2 [feet])} + (x)
where n = 70 for system 1, 75 for system, 280 for system 3
and x = 220 for system 1, 240 for system 2, 260 for system 3
Voltage ..................................................................................................... 1.3 - 2.0 RMS
NOTE:
* altitude from -20 to 3000 ft (except Collins 20 ft AID 0 to 3000 ft)
** 20 ft AID is actually 80 ft AID for Bendix ALA-52 system.

2.3.4 DC Altitude Reader
Range (input volts) ....................................................................................... 0 - 30 VDC
Reading accuracy ...................................................................................... 20 mV + 1%
Load presented to circuitry ............................................................................... 1 K max.
Display ................................................................................................... 4 1/2 digit LED
Translation curve .............................................. -20 to 480 ft height = (50 x voltage) - 20
Above 480 feet ................................................ height = Exp [(volts + 52.1461)/10] – 20

2.3.5 Discrete Inputs
Altitude Trip Relay indicators ....................................................................................... 6
A/P Warn Relay indicators ........................................................................................... 2
Flag Voltage indicators ................................................................................................ 3

2.3.6 Ramping Errors
The ramp rate error will be greater than 1% at 1000 fpm or less; not specified above 1000
fpm.

2.3.7 DC Voltage Output (Option 1)
Range (output volts) ................................................................................... 0 to 28 VDC
(= -20 ft to +3000 ft for ARINC 552)
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Accuracy ............................................................................... 10 mV, +0.5% of full scale
Drive capability ..................................................................... 1000 Ohms maximum load
Translation ....................................................... -20 to 480 ft, volts = 0.02 x (height + 20)
......................................................... above 480 ft, volts = 10 x ln(height + 20) - 52.1461

2.3.8 Relay Simulation (Option 2)
Simulated functions ...................................................................... 6 Altitude Trip Relays
(each system) ......................................................................................................(SPST)
2 A/P Warn Relays (SPDT), 1 Flag
Pre-programmed Trip Relay ................................................. 4 jumper-activated sets of 6
Activation points ..................................................... altitudes each (customer-specified).
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3 THEORY OF OPERATION
3.1 OVERVIEW
The ARA-552, in its basic configuration, comprises the following major circuits, which are explained
in functional block detail in the following paragraphs,:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Relay position indicators,
Analogue-to-digital converter and translator,
Triple frequency synthesizers,
Power supplies.

Additionally, the DC Altitude Output option card contains three digital to analogue circuits and the
Relay Simulation option card contains three sets of nine relays controlled by an on-board
microprocessor.

3.2 RELAY POSITION INDICATORS
The Altitude Trip and A/P Warn relay position indicators illuminate upon contact closure. The
aircraft installation can have either 28V or ground tied to the common sides of these relays and,
therefore, the circuitry must adapt automatically to provide proper indication regardless of the relay
common voltage. Refer to Figure 3-1.
The voltage present on the aircraft "relay common" is translated to 28V (if less than 14 VDC) or to
0V (if greater than 14 VDC) by the inverter (A on Figure 3-1).
If there is no aircraft connection to the relay common, the circuit will act as if 0V (GND) was applied.
The output of the inverter is applied to the relay momentary contact wiring (relay output) through a
1-megohm resistor (B), thereby forcing the sensing circuitry into the desired condition when the
relay contacts are open.
The inverted common voltage is shifted towards the opposite extreme by one-quarter of the range,
or about 7 V, by the level converter (C). The shifted voltage is applied to two circuits in the window
generator (D). One circuit shifts the level up slightly and the other shifts the level down slightly.
When these two shifted levels are applied to the dual comparator (E), a "window" of about 10% is
created.
The signal from the relay output is shifted in level in exactly the same fashion as the inverted
common voltage was shifted and is applied to the comparator. The action of the circuit is such that
when the relay contact is open, the voltage is outside the "window", and when the relay is closed,
the voltage is inside the windows.
The comparator (E) turns on the indicator when the shifted relay output voltage falls within the
window.
Two independent circuits are provided for each altimeter - one for the Altitude Trip relays, and the
other for the A/P Warn relay. It will, therefore, operate properly when different voltages are wired to
the Trip and A/P Warn relay commons in the aircraft installation.
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Signals to the circuitry are routed through the system display selector switch where one of the three
available systems is selected for display. The position of this switch affects only the display and not
the operation of the associated circuits. The indicating circuitry described above adds no loads to
the aircraft or altimeter signals due to the high input resistance.
All TRIP and A/P WARN indicators illuminate for about one second as part of the power-on self-test.
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Figure 3-1 - Relay Indicating Circuit
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3.3 ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER AND TRANSLATOR
The A-to-D converter and translator converts the DC altitude level produced by a radio altimeter into
a digital display of the altitude. The circuit has the capability of producing four different relationships
of altitude to voltage in order to accommodate more than one standard in a single piece of test
equipment. Refer to Figure 3-2.
The DC voltage signal is applied to the input scaling network of the A-to-D converter. This circuit is
designed to minimize drift due to temperature variations, which would result in errors otherwise.
The A-to-D converter produces a twelve-bit output proportional to the difference between the
applied signal voltage and the voltage reference. The voltage reference is a highly stable voltage
source featuring a manual adjustment (maintenance action only) to remove any fixed offsets in the
system.
The digital output of the A-to-D converter is applied directly to the address inputs of PROMs
(Programmable Read Only Memory). Two additional inputs to these PROMs come from the front
panel connectors and serve as a "bank switch" activated to one of the four available conversion
tables.
NOTE:

Conversion tables are a customer option and therefore a given PROM may not
have all four tables filled. All PROMs are shipped with at least the ARINC 552
table installed.

These inputs to the PROMs cause the contents of the PROM address, activated by the particular
combination, to appear on the data output. The data is the binary coded decimal (BCD) value of
the altitude according to the active conversion table.
The BCD digit values are applied to the display decoders and drivers. To conserve the battery, a
blanking signal turns off the four digits of the display when the AUX/OFF/AP selector switch is set in
the centre position. All segments of the display illuminate for about one second as part of the
power-on self-test.
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Figure 3-2 - DC Altitude Display
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3.4 FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
The ARA-552 incorporates an independent frequency synthesizer for each of its three channels.
The frequency synthesizer circuit provides the required signal characteristics for the stimulation of
altimeters that use injected audio frequencies up to 200 kHz for the simulation of altitude while the
aircraft is on the ground. Refer to Figure 3-3.
Serial data received from the controller unit is converted to the logic format required by the single
chip computer. The serial data contains the altitude values for all three channels generated by the
controller unit. This data reflects all the fault controls of the HHC-552 as well. Thus the ARA-552
reads an altitude corresponding to the erroneous value (FAIL ALT) if the fault happens to be
selected on the DRA-707 or HHC-552. The single chip computer sorts the incoming words by
channel and extracts the altitude value from the digital word received.
Each channel is now processed independently. Channel 1 is typical of the other two channels.
The single chip computer monitors the Freq Table Select inputs (which originate as jumpers in the
cable attached to the System 1 connector) and selects one of the four factory programmed tables
resident in its EPROM memory. If necessary, it also monitors the position of the Channel 1 AID
switch on the front panel and calculates a fixed offset that is added to the DRA-707's or the HHC552's altitude value. The addition of the AID offset is necessary when the altimeter installed in the
aircraft radio rack is of a type that is jumper programmed to compensate for the length of antenna
cable installed in the aircraft installation.
The above computations and offset adjustments generate a digital output to Channel 1 of the three
channel programmable divider, which sets a divider value.
A dual phase-locked loop (PLL) compares the phase of two digital pulse train inputs to maintain a
precise frequency output. One of these inputs is generated by the crystal controlled 20 Hz reference clock generator. The other input is generated by the programmable divider as a result of
dividing the PLL output frequency by the digital value passed to it from the single chip computer.
When the frequency of the programmable divider output is less than 20 Hz, the PLL will cause its
frequency to increase until the result is 20 Hz.
In the case of a descending altitude ramp, the constantly changing altitude value causes the
programmable divider to divide by an ever decreasing number. This causes the PLL to react by
decreasing its frequency in order to maintain the 20 Hz output of the divider. The PLL can properly
track the highest descent rate, which is 16,000 feet per minute.
The PLL drives a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) whose output is a low distortion sine wave at
the PLL frequency. Two amplifiers buffer the VCO and increase the drive capability of the output
signal. Resistor/capacitor networks are jumper programmable from the System 1 connector to
select attenuation and roll-off characteristics of the output signal.
A Self-test Kill signal causes the frequency output to go to 0V while the system SELF TEST button
on the ARA-552 front panel is activated. This prevents improper functioning of the altimeter selftest process due to a conflicting frequency signal being injected during the test.
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Figure 3-3 - Frequency Synthesizer
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3.5 POWER SUPPLIES
The ARA-552 power supply utilizes two power sources:
1. The highly efficient DC-to-DC converters to generate +5 VDC, +15 VDC, and -15 VDC
from either a 12 VDC ten-cell battery pack or a 9.6 VDC eight-cell battery pack.
2. The charging power that is produced from line AC power.
A +30 VDC to DC converter is fitted as part of the DC Altitude Output option. Refer to Figure 3-4.
Line power of 120/230V, 50/60 Hz is applied to the front panel connector via the power cord. The
battery is charged through a constant current regulator, which is mounted on the bracket holding the
battery pack, whenever line power is applied to the ARA-552.
Primary DC or battery voltage, whichever is greater, is applied through the front panel power switch
to the low battery monitor and DC-to-DC converters.
The low battery monitor illuminates the front panel warning indicator (LO BAT) when battery voltage
falls below a level that corresponds to approximately 15 minutes of useful battery life remaining.
There are no further warnings. If line power is not applied to the unit, the ARA-552 will shut off in
about 15 minutes from the time that the LO BAT warning light comes on, and will remain off until
line power is applied.
CAUTION
Do not operate the ARA-552 when
the LO BAT LED is illuminated.
Two DC-to-DC converters are provided in the basic ARA-552 configuration. One converter
produces +5 VDC; the other, a dual output unit, provides +15 VDC and -15 VDC. DC-to-DC
converters are used because of their efficiency. This attribute serves to reduce battery drain and
keeps the generation of heat to a minimum.
When the DC Altitude Output option is installed, a DC-to-DC converter (a 30 VDC converter with a
floating output) is added to the power supply.
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Figure 3-4 - Power Supply Functional Block Diagram
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3.6 DC ALTITUDE OUTPUT OPTION CARD
The DC Altitude Output option card generates a DC voltage versus altitude output for each of the
three channels. This enables the ARA-552 to simulate the altitude output of a radio altimeter in
order to drive the aircraft wiring directly. The ARA-552 also incorporates an electronic servo drive
circuit for controlling altimeters that operate in a ground test mode by the injection of a DC voltage.
Refer to Figure 3-5.
Serial data containing altitude values for all three channels is brought to the single chip computer on
the option board. The computer extracts the altitude data from the received words and allocates
these values to their proper channels. Based upon the DC Altitude Table Select jumpers in the
cable attached to the ARA-552 front panel connectors, one of the four pre-programmed "DC volts
versus altitude" tables is applied to the proper digital-to-analogue converter.
The D-to-A converter generates a precise DC voltage. Accuracy is maintained by a precision
voltage reference that is applied to the D-to-A converter. A buffer amplifier increases the drive
capability for use as the DC altitude voltage output.
The DC Altitude Output option card also provides an amplifier circuit that can be externally
configured (in the patch cable) as a DC servo drive circuit. The Bendix ALA-51 is a typical application for this circuit. The ALA-51 requires a negative-going DC signal input to drive its DC altitude
voltage up from its present setting.
When the Bendix ALA-51 cable is attached to the ARA-552 front panel connector, the ARINC 552
DC Altitude table for the D-to-A converter is selected, and the output of the D-to-A buffer is
jumpered back to the inverting input of the servo circuit. In addition, plus and minus power is taken
from the altimeter DC Altitude Output and applied to the servo circuit, the altimeter DC Altitude is
applied to the NON-INVERTING INPUT, and the servo circuit output is applied to the altimeter.
In this configuration, the ARA-552 essentially commands the ALA-51 to move to the altitude set by
its DC Altitude Output option card. When the altimeter output is below the option card's DC altitude
output, the servo circuit drives to its negative limit. This action causes the altimeter to increase its
altitude. In operation, the two altitudes (command and altimeter) will match almost exactly. The
theoretical difference between them will be what is required to produce the DC drive voltage for the
altimeter. The servo circuit amplifier has an open loop gain of 100,000 and therefore, a 10V drive
signal will result in a differential between the command and altimeter altitudes of 0.0001 volts.
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Figure 3-5 - DC Altitude Output Option Card
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3.7 RELAY SIMULATION OPTION CARD
The Relay Simulation option card permits the ARA-552 to simulate the action of the Altitude Trip
relays, the Autopilot Warn relays, and the Flag output of an altimeter that has been removed from
the radio rack. Refer to Figure 3-6.
The option card is connected so that the relay contacts are placed across the wires coming from the
above mentioned items while enroute to the front panel indicating circuitry. On the card are 27
relays; nine relays per channel.
Normally the relay coils are unpowered, but when the relay simulation is required, a jumper in the
cable applies power to the card so that the relay coils can operate under control of the single chip
computer.
The single chip computer receives serial data from the main board receiving circuitry. It extracts the
altitude and status data and allocates them to their proper channels. It also reads the "bank select"
switch on the cable. This "bank" is the list of altitude values at which individual trip relays will
operate. The values are factory pre-programmed according to customer specifications at the time
of order.
The relays respond to the contents of the digital word received from the controller unit. If the
received status indicates a failed state (as selected on the DRA-707 or HHC-552 front panel) the
FLAG relay will be relaxed, simulating the removal of a "valid" signal from an installed altimeter.
The Autopilot Warn relay will close (NO WARN) when the "altimeter" is not failed and the altitude is
below 3000 feet (simulating sufficient ground signal).
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Figure 3-6 - Relay Simulation Option Card
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4 INSTALLATION
4.1 LIST OF ACCESSORIES
The accessories for the ARA-552 Analogue Radio Altimeter consist of the data input cable, the AC
line power input cord, and the altimeter interface cables.
Due to the available options and wide range of interface capabilities of the ARA-552, the
complement of interface cables carried with each unit will vary according to customer selections.
NOTE:

Certain interface cables require one or more ARA-552 options. The requirements
are identified in the list of available interface cables shown in Table 5-2.

The data input cable can be extended to 500 metres, if necessary.
A power cord for North American standard receptacles (120V, 60 Hz) is provided with the ARA-552.
Power cords mating to other types of receptacles must be supplied by the user. Ensure that the
power cord is plugged into an earthed outlet.
The ARA-552 can be controlled by the DRA-707 or the HHC-552. The HHC-552 can be stored with
the cables in the ARA-552's storage compartment. The two units differ in functional capability only;
the ARA-552 responds to both of them in the same fashion. For more details on the DRA-707, refer
to the DRA-707 manual. For more information on the HHC-552, refer to Appendix B of this manual.

4.1.1 Basic Set Up
Figure 4-1 shows typical interconnections with the ARA-552 Analogue Radio Altimeter. The ARA552 must be positioned near the altimeters under test. The interface cables that carry the analogue
signals should not be extended, if at all possible. Some cables are more sensitive to external
disturbances than others. For example, the 860F-1/4 drive signal drops to approximately 13 mVAC
at a simulated altitude of 2500 ft due to the roll-off filter on the ARA-552 output.
The following instructions apply to the HHC-552 and the DRA-707, except as noted.
The controller unit can be positioned according to operator preference for the test being conducted.
There are virtually no restrictions on the length of extension of the data input cable. The information
is transferred over the data input cable in a digital data transmission format. A maximum length of
500 metres has been stated in the specifications and this should more than suffice for most aircraft
applications.
NOTE:

On the DRA-707, set the AFCS DATA switch to CONT. Also, ensure that the bit
frequency is not more than 12.5 kHz. Press the BIT FREQ key to observe or to set
the frequency.
Data transmission is in one direction - from the DRA-707 to the ARA-552. When
the DRA-707 is used to control a test from the cockpit, its display reflects only what
is being sent to the ARA-552, and not what the ARA-552 is reading back from the
altimeter under test.
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Line power should be connected to the ARA-552, if extended periods of operation are expected.
Line power can be 120/230V, 50/60 Hz.
NOTE:

The equipment will continue to operate with a voltage tolerance of 10%
(108-132V and 207-254V).

One, two, or three altimeter systems may be connected to the ARA-552. It does not matter which
altimeter interface channels are used in a single or dual altimeter interface. All channels are
identical insofar as signal characteristics and capabilities are concerned. The operator should
know, however, which aircraft altimeter system is connected to which ARA-552 interface connector
since all front panel controls are labelled according to the ARA-552 connector designations.
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Figure 4-1 - Basic Equipment Set-up
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5 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
5.1 CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
Figure 5-1 shows the ARA-552 front panel controls and indicators, and provides orientation for
Table 5-1, which describes the functions of the controls and indicators.
CAUTION
The protection provided by this equipment may
be impaired if the equipment is used in a manner
not specified by the manufacturer.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

4

12

3
13

2

1

18

17

16

15

14

Figure 5-1 - ARA-552 Front Panel Controls and Indicators
Table 5-1 - Front Panel Controls and Indicators
No.
Item
Description
1
Power Symbol
Indicates which position the main power should be in.
2
ON/OFF switch
Applies primary DC power to the DC-to-DC converters to produce
operating voltages for the ARA-552. The ARA-552 is fully
operational two seconds after the switch is moved to the ON
position.
3
LO BAT indicator Illuminates when the battery voltage is approaching the point where
it will cease to provide power for the ARA-552. Plugging the ARA552 into line power will alleviate this condition.
4
5 VDC indicator
Illuminates when +5 VDC is available from the 5 V power supply.
5
TRIPS indicators The six numbered indicators correspond to the six numbered
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Item

6

A/P indicators

7

MONITOR tip
jacks

8

DC ALTITUDE
display

9

AUX/OFF/AP
switch

10

SYSTEM 1/2/3
switch

11

DATA INPUT
connector

12

ALTIMETER
INTERFACE J1-

Operating Instructions

Description
ALTITUDE TRIP relays specified by ARINC 552. When connected
to an altimeter through the SYSTEM selector switch (item 9), the
indicators will illuminate when the ALTITUDE TRIP relay contacts
are closed (regardless of the relay common voltage).
All six TRIP indicators illuminate for about one second when power
is turned on. Most indicators remain lit.
The Autopilot Warning relay in the altimeters is a double throw type.
The indicators on the ARA-552 illuminate to display the position of
the relay. As with the TRIP relays, common voltage is
automatically sensed.
WARN illuminates in the relay relaxed position, indicating that the
A/P system is not functioning properly.
NO WARN illuminates when the relay is engaged, indicating that
the A/P system is functioning properly.
Both A/P relay indicators illuminate for about one second when
power is turned on.
Provide facility for the operator to directly measure, with a DVM, the
analogue DC altitude voltage produced by the altimeter as selected
by the SYSTEM selector switch (item 9) and the AUX/AP switch
(item 8). This will be the same voltage that is read and translated
to units of feet in the digital display. This procedure is normally
used only to verify the accuracy of the DC ALTITUDE display (item
7).
Displays the altimeter output altitude in feet. The value is derived
from the DC altitude voltage produced by the altimeter as a result of
the stimulus from the ARA-552. One of four conversion tables is
selected by a jumper in the altimeter interface connector. An altitude
over range condition is indicated by the appearance of all decimal
points in the display. The display illuminates completely for about one
second at power-on to test all operational segments.
Selects for display one of the two DC altitude voltages produced by
the altimeter selected on the SYSTEM selector switch (item 9). The
centre OFF position causes the display to go blank. This position
would be used when it is desired to conserve battery power.
This rotary switch applies signals from the labelled altimeter interface
connector to the displays contained in the band associated with it. It
switches six ALTITUDE TRIP lines, the A/P WARN and NO WARN
relay lines, two DC altitude voltages (labelled A/P and AUX), and two
lines to identify the altimeter type to the DC altitude converter.
Movement of the switch has no effect on the altimeter - it affects only
the displays in the same band on the front panel.
Accepts the command control cable from the controller unit (the
DRA-707 or HHC-552). The ARA-552 cannot generate altitude
simulations on its own. It receives the information for all of the three
channels over a single serial data line from the controller unit. The
controller unit generates the altitude descent ramps and relationships. The data is transferred using the ARINC 707 data format and
RS-422 line drivers. The input signal line may be extended for up to
500 meters without adverse effects on system performance.
Accepts altimeter interface cables.
The System 1 connector
description is typical for Systems 2 and 3.
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Item
SYS 1 connector

Description
Jumpers in the cable automatically make the proper signal and
conversion table selections.
This feature permits consistent
operation and interpretation of the ARA-552 over the complete range
of subject altimeters and aircraft. Some cables require that one or
more of the option cards or conversion tables be incorporated in the
ARA-552. Section 5.2 details these requirements and notes any
special characteristics of the interface cable or altimeter under test.
NOTE:
The equipment will continue to operate with a voltage tolerance of 10% (108-132V and
207-254V).
13
3 A fuse
Opens the power input line when current exceeds 3 Amps.
14
POWER
Accepts a standard AC power cord for line power input.
connector
NOTE: The next four items are provided for each of the three altimeter systems and are identical in
function from system to system. Therefore, the System 1 features are described as being
typical of Systems 2 and 3.
15
FREQUENCY
Provides easy access to monitor the System 1 frequency generator
MONITOR jack
output. This jack would normally be used only during calibration and
maintenance, but it can also be used on the flight line for quick visual
verification of the signal quality with an oscilloscope.
16
AID 20/40/57
Causes the System 1 frequency generator to shift its frequency
switch
output for a given altitude according to the Aircraft Installation Delay
(AID), or length of antenna cable installed in the aircraft. This switch
must be positioned to match the aircraft system AID. If the proper
value is not known, it is usually possible to find the switch setting that
makes the ARA-552 DC ALTITUDE display agree with the DRA-707
output at an altitude of 100 feet.
The AID switch is only used with altimeters that require a frequency
signal for ground simulation (e.g., the Collins 860F-1/4). The setting
of this switch does not affect altimeters that use DC drive capability.
For the Bendix ALA-52 System, the "20" AID position serves as the
80 ft AID setting. The ALA-52 does not use a 20 ft AID.
17
SELF TEST
Activates the self-test function of the altimeter connected to the
pushbutton
SYSTEM 1 connector. During the self-test, the System 1 frequency
generator of the ARA-552 is inhibited to allow the altimeter to
perform properly.
18
FLAG indicator
Illuminates when FLAG (or ALTIMETER VALID) voltage is present.
This indicator monitors the System 1 FLAG line at all times - it is not
switched by the display selector. The green colour of the indicator
signifies that the altimeter output is valid.

5.2 OPERATION
This section addresses each altimeter type served by the ARA-552 for the purpose of identifying the
capabilities and/or limitations of the ARA-552 when used with these altimeters.
Specific sequences of operation for conducting Radio Altimeter, Autoland or Ground Proximity
Warning system tests are not discussed here since they are specified in documents related to the
system under test. See paragraph 5.1 for interpretation of the ARA-552 displays.
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The ARA-552 can be controlled by the DRA-707 or the HHC-552. If using the DRA-707 as the
controller unit, refer to the DRA-707 Operator's Manual for operating instructions. If using the handheld controller, HHC-552, refer to Appendix B of this manual for operating instructions.

5.2.1 Initial Configuration
Any combination of available cables may be connected to the ARA-552. Each of the three
channels operates independently. As a final step in the set-up procedures, check the “Switch
Settings of Concern” column in Table 5-2 to ensure that all switch settings related to the cable in
use are set properly.

Collins:
The AID switch setting must match the installed altimeter RF cable length in order for the altimeter
to output the correct altitude as displayed on the controller unit. If the correct setting is unknown,
set the controller unit to a value of 100 feet and then select the ARA-552 AID switch position that
results in a value of 100 appearing on the DC ALTITUDE display.
NOTE:

To perform flight line tests on Collins Radio Altimeters, Models ALT 50A and ALT
55B, see Appendix A.

Bendix ALA-51:
The ALA-51 is unaffected by AID switch settings. It uses the DC drive feature of the DC AltitudE
Output option card.

Bendix ALA-52:
The AID switch setting must match the installed altimeter RF cable length in order for the altimeter
to output the correct altitude as displayed on the controller unit. The proper cable must be used
with each system (Nos. 1, 2, 3) in order to match the system's scale factor. If the correct setting is
unknown, set the controller unit to a value of 100 feet and then select the AID switch position that
results in a value of 100 appearing on the DC ALTITUDE display.

ARINC 552 Direct:
This cable is, in effect, simulating an altimeter. It is not affected by AID switch settings. The altitude
values at which the Altitude Trip relays will operate are contained in the ARA-552 memory in four
sets or banks of six values. These values are customer-specified at the time of order and therefore
the proper position of the TRIP BANK switch (located on the cable itself) is determined by the user.
Consult company operating procedures for this information.
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Altimeter or
Cable Part No.
Installation
(Note 1)

Collins 1/4

(110-0440-202)
AY969-00313

Bendix
ALA-51
Bendix
ALA-52

(110-0440-203)
AY969-00319
(110-0440-206 (1))
AY969-00315-001

Operating Instructions

Frequency
Curve Ident.
(Note 2)

DC
Altitude
Output
Option
No

Relay
Sim.
Option

Yes,
# 00
No

No
No

AID to
match
aircraft
installation.

___

Yes,
# 00

Yes

---

Yes,
3 00

No

Select
TRIP
BANK as
per user
option.
None

# 00

--# 10 (SYS 1)
# 01 (SYS 2)
# 11 (SYS 3)

No

(110-0440-206 (2))
AY969-00315-002

ARINC 552
Direct

(110-0440-206 (3))
AY969-00315-003
(110-0440-204)
AY969-00320

Honeywell

Switch
Settings
of
Concern
AID to
match
aircraft
installation.
None

NOTES:
1. Old cable part number shown in parenthesis.
2. Two-digit code corresponds to a ground applied to pins r and s respectively of the
altimeter interface connectors J1, J2, and J3, where 1 = ground applied.
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6 MAINTENANCE
6.1 GENERAL
The following procedures include the recommended service intervals. Extended operation or
harsh working environments may shorten these service intervals - consult your service
representative.
NOTE:

Atlantis Avionics recommends that the ARA-552 be returned for service if it
malfunctions. This includes battery and fuse replacement. Servicing should be
performed by qualified personnel only.

6.1.1 Cleaning
Clean the exterior surfaces of the ARA-552 with a soft, damp cloth and mild detergent. Use a soft
bristle brush to remove dirt or dust from the connectors. It is recommended that the unit be
cleaned whenever necessary or at least once a year.
CAUTION
DO NOT use any volatile solvent, abrasive,
strong detergent, or bleach to clean the front panel.

6.1.2 Cable Inspection
Inspect all cables for cuts, cracking, wear, loose connectors or other damage. Repair or replace
defective cables as required. It is recommended that a cable inspection be done whenever a
malfunction is suspected or at least once a year.

6.2 BATTERY CHARGING
The battery option consists of a nickel-cadmium battery pack of sealed construction.
When the battery is being used, care should be taken to avoid running the battery completely flat as
this adversely affects battery life. Nickel-cadmium batteries develop a "memory" state if discharged
only partially for short periods of time. It is therefore recommended to discharge to LO-BAT
condition and recharge the battery at regular intervals.
The battery is charging when the ARA-552 is plugged into line power. The battery charges whether
the front panel power switch is set to ON or not i.e., whether the ARA-552 is operating or not
operating.
Atlantis Avionics recommends that the ARA-552 be returned if the battery requires replacement.
CAUTION
Do not operate the ARA-552 when
the LO BAT LED is illuminated.
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6.3 ALTITUDE CONVERSION CHART
Table 6-1 contains an altitude conversion chart for the Collins 860F-1 and 860F-4 radio altimeters.
The frequency values stated are the ideal values for the altimeter. The ARA-552 achieves
frequencies close to the ideal. However, the lowest frequency achievable for the Collins 860F-1 is
680 Hz and for the Collins 860F-6 is 610 Hz. The Collins 860F-1 and 860F-4 do not record with
altitudes less than 0 ft.
Units will have a frequency resolution of 10 Hz over the entire range from 0 ft to 3000 ft.
Units marked "MOD 1" will have an error as shown below:
Bendix Error
±5 ft
±1 ft
±1 ft

Collins Error
±10 ft
±1 ft
±1 ft
±1 ft

Altitude (ft)
3000
700
300

Frequency of the ARA-552 must be evaluated within the tolerances specified in paragraph 2.2
(Specifications) of this manual.
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 1 of 7)
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 2 of 7)
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 3 of 7)
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 4 of 7)
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 5 of 7)
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 6 of 7)
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Table 6-1 - Altitude Conversion Chart (sheet 7 of 7)
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7 WASTE ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
7.1 WEEE STATEMENT
To protect the global environment and as an environmentalist, Atlantis Avionics must remind you
that…
Under the European Union (EU) Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment,
Directive 2002/96/EC, which took effect on August 13, 2005, products of “electrical and electronic
equipment” cannot be discarded as municipal waste anymore and manufacturers of covered
electronic equipment will be obligated to take back such products at the end of their useful life.
Atlantis Avionics will comply with the product take back requirement at the end of life of Atlantis
Avionics’ branded products that are sold into the EU. You can return these products to:
Atlantis Avionics Test Equipment Corp.
8120 Lawson Road, Unit #2
Milton, Ontario
L9T 5C4
Canada

7.2 WEEE SYMBOL
This equipment complies with the WEEE Directive (see paragraph 7.1).
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APPENDIX A
Testing Collins Radio Altimeters
Models ALT 50A and ALT 55B
INTRODUCTION
This appendix explains how to prepare the ARA-552 Analogue Radio Altimeter for performing flight
line tests on Collins Radio Altimeters, Models ALT 50A and ALT 55B.
Atlantis Avionics has modified the internal circuitry of the ARA-552 to enable it to generate the
required translation curves for the altimeters.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
Options
Options are available to enable the ARA-552 to:
a. Generate the intermediate frequency signal to stimulate the ALT 50A or ALT 55B
altimeters.
b. Illuminate four ALTITUDE TRIP indicators corresponding to the altimeters' ALTITUDE TRIP
settings.
c. Display the output altitude in feet.
d. Illuminate the A/P WARN indicator generated by the altimeters' A/P WARN relay.
e. Activate a self-test function of the altimeter.
f. Generate DC altitude voltages according to the ALT 50A or ALT 55B characteristics to
simulate a removed altimeter.
Description of Interconnect Cable
Tests are conducted with a special interface cable. At one end, the cable is fitted with a Bendixtype connector for connecting to the ARA-552. The other end is fitted with 0.080 in. diameter phone
jacks. This cable will not prevent the altimeter from being reinserted into the electronics bay for
testing.
The test cable, AY969-00314 (old part number 110-0440-205), is 6 feet long. All ARA-552 plugs
are clearly labelled for ease of connecting to the altimeter.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Output Characteristics
*

Frequency ............................................................................. 40 x (altitude + AID/2) + 70 Hz
Voltage ……………………………………………………………….0.3 RMS, -10% @ 2000 Hz
……………………………………………………………..roll-off 6dB/octave above 2 kHz,-1 dB
*
Altitude: from -20 to 2000 ft for ALT 50A, -20 to 2500 ft for ALT 55B.
DC Altitude Reader
Translation curve
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-20 to 500 ft ............................................................................ height = (50 x voltage) - 20 (ft)
above 500 ft ............................................................ height = (voltage - 10.4)/0.003 + 500 (ft)
DC Voltage Output
Translation curve
-20 to 500 ft .................................................................................. volts = 0.02 x (height + 20)
above 500 ft ................................................................... volts = 10.4 + (height - 500) x 0.003

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Test Configuration
The Collins Models ALT 50A and ALT 55B altimeters are not equipped with test connectors. The
altimeter's cover must be removed to reach the signal points required for testing.
Up to three ALT 50A or ALT 55B altimeters can be tested simultaneously.
Leads equipped with phone plugs are labelled for ease in locating the relevant test points. See
Figure A-1.
The +28 VDC supply for the ARA-552 trip relays is supplied by the altimeter at A1R103. See
Figure A-2.
CAUTION
Be extremely careful when connecting
the connecting clip to A1R103.
This junction is not fused. Shorting it
can result in damage to the equipment.
The GROUND test clip can be connected to any convenient location on the altimeter's case.
Ensure that all plugs and clip leads are securely seated before powering the altimeter. Options for
testing the ALT 50A or the ALT 55B are pre-set on the system connector of the patch cable. No
other connections or adjustments are needed.
Other operating instructions are provided in paragraph 5.2 of this manual.
The AID 20/40/57 switch setting on the ARA-552 must match the aircraft AID selection on the
altimeter. If this setting is not known, select an altitude of 100 feet using the controller unit. Select
the AID switch setting on the front panel of the ARA-552 that results in a value of 100 appearing on
the DC ALTITUDE display.
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Figure A-1 - Top View of Altimeter With Cover Removed
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Figure A-2 - Circuit Card
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APPENDIX B
ARA-552 Hand-Held Controller
INTRODUCTION
The ARA-552 hand-held controller (HHC-552) has been developed to control the ARA-552 when a
more portable test configuration is required. The HHC-552 and ARA-552 provide sophisticated
capabilities for testing a wide range of analogue altimeters in a variety of aircraft.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
The HHC-552 is a lightweight unit with pendant cable, keypad, and digital (numeric) display housed a
rugged case. The HHC accepts operator-defined parameters, such as start altitude (START ALT),
present altitude (PRES ALT), and vertical speed (VERT SPD), to define a radio altimeter "ramp". The
operator can hold or resume a ramp, and manually reverse or advance it. However, there is no
storage or recall of ramps available on the HHC. The HHC also does not allow the operator to
introduce simulated error parameters. Full three-channel operation is maintained, but only one ramp
can be simulated at a time. Therefore, the HHC will not allow the concatenation of ramps or the
splitting of altimeters.
Physical
The HHC-552 is housed in a portable weather-resistant case with cover, and measures approximately
19 cm by 12.5 cm by 5.3 cm (7 3/4 in. by 5 in. by 2 1/8 in. deep). By removing the single screw below
the keypad, the silk-screened face can be removed to reveal the printed circuit board underneath.
Electrical
The HHC-552 receives all its power from the ARA-552. There is no internal battery. Connection to
the ARA-552 is facilitated by plugging the HHC's pendant cable into the DATA INPUT (J4) connector
on the ARA-552.
Controls
Figure B-1 shows the controller and provides orientation. Table B-1 provides the control labels and
their functions.
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Figure B-1 - ARA-552 Hand-Held Controller
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Table B-1 - HHC Control Descriptions
No.
Item
Description
1
RAMP/HOLD
Causes the programmed altitude ramp to proceed and hold on
button
alternate button selections.
2
MAN FWD /MAN
When the ramp is holding, MAN FWD permits the ramp to proceed
REV buttons
normally when the button is depressed. Pressing MAN REV
manually reverses the ramp.
3
ENTER button
The data shown in the display is accepted as the current value of
the selected parameter.
4
RE-START button
The present altitude is set equal to the start altitude.
5
CHS button
The sign (+ or -) of the data shown on the display is changed.
6
VERT SPD button
The display shows the vertical speed of the ramp, i.e., the rate and
direction of change of the PRES ALT parameter. Negative values
indicate descending ramps.
7
START ALT button The starting altitude of the ramp is set.
8
PRES ALT button
The present altitude is displayed. New present altitude values can
be entered by keying in the values.
9
CLEAR button
Clears the display of any incomplete data entered and allows the
operator to begin again.
10
Numeric buttons
The corresponding value is shown on the display.
11
PRES ALT lamp
Illuminates to indicate that the value shown on the display is the
present altitude.
12
START ALT lamp
Illuminates to indicate that the value shown on the display is the
start altitude.
13
VERT SPD lamp
Illuminates to indicate that the value shown on the display is the
vertical speed.
14
RAMP lamp
Illuminates to indicate that the ramp is progressing.
15
HOLD lamp
Illuminates to indicate that the operator has temporarily stopped
the ramp.
16
LO BAT lamp
Illuminates to indicate that the charge of the internal battery of the
ARA-552 is low.
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